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Language awareness

Are individual differences in cognitive abilities and 
stylistic preferences related to multilingual adults’ 
performance in explicit learning conditions?

Karen Roehr-Brackin , Gabriela Adela Gánem-Gutiérrez, Lexa Olivera-Smith 
and María Teresa Torres-Marín

Department of Language and Linguistics, university of essex, Colchester, uK

ABSTRACT
Research suggests that individual differences in additional language 
learning may play a more important role in taxing situations when 
learners are confronted with unfamiliar or difficult tasks. However, 
studies to date have mostly focused on second language (L2) learners/
bilinguals, while individual differences within multilingual popula-
tions remain under-researched. Working with university-level multi-
lingual adults, we compared the effectiveness of traditional instruction 
(familiar) and concept-based instruction (unfamiliar) to teach the past 
tense/aspect distinction in Spanish. Learners were pre- and post-
tested on their knowledge of the target structure and assessed on 
language learning aptitude, working memory capacity, verbal-imag-
ery cognitive style and attitudes. While both treatment groups demon-
strated significantly improved metalinguistic knowledge, we found 
no statistical differences between the two groups in terms of knowl-
edge gained or attitudes, and individual differences in cognitive ability 
were not associated with observed gains. This set of results indicates 
that the cognitive individual differences measured seemingly no  
longer played a significant role in these multilinguals’ performance  
in the instructional conditions examined. In addition, neither language  
learning experience nor typological closeness between known lan 
guages had any significant impact. We propose that extensive expe 
rience with explicit language instruction may have led to a levelling  
effect, as previously observed in L2 learners.

Introduction and background

Multilingual language learning

The notion of multilingualism is notoriously hard to define. In the present paper, we follow 
a recent call to conceptualise multilingualism as well as the related notions of bilingualism 
and of language itself as natural categories situated in specific cultural contexts (Berthele, 
2021). Natural categories are radial, graded and have fuzzy boundaries (Rosch, 1978; Rosch 
& Mervis, 1975), so they cannot be defined with reference to necessary and sufficient features 
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in the Aristotelian tradition (Roehr, 2008). Natural categories have prototypical members at 
their centre and more peripheral members closer to the category boundaries. According to 
this point of view, a language is a set of linguistic features used in speech and writing that 
is perceived to be different from neighbouring sets of features and for which a commonly 
agreed label is used. Language may thus be characterised as a natural category that varies 
along the dimensions of (a) recognition by the speech community and (b) perceived linguistic 
distance to neighbouring varieties (Berthele, 2021). To exemplify, in such a conceptualisation, 
Basque would be considered a prototypical language because it is both maximally distant 
from its neighbours and fully recognised by speech communities as a separate language. 
Examples of regular languages would be Javanese or Dutch. Javanese has a large distance 
to its neighbours, but is less recognised as distinct by (some) speech communities. Conversely, 
Dutch is fully recognised as distinct, but it has a smaller perceived distance to neighbouring 
languages such as German, for instance. Ndau and Luxemburgish can be considered exam-
ples of limiting cases that are close to the category boundaries, the former due to its low 
recognition as a separate language, the latter due to the minimal distance to its neighbours. 
Michigan English is cited as an example of a construct outside the category boundary, since 
it is neither sufficiently distant from other varieties of English nor recognised by any speech 
community as a separate language (Berthele, 2021, p. 102).

If we likewise conceptualise bi- and multilingualism as natural categories, a prototypical 
bilingual will be a person who regularly uses two prototypical languages at high levels of 
proficiency. If a distinction between bi- and multilingualism is considered useful, then a pro-
totypical multilingual’s repertoire includes more than two such languages. A regular multilin-
gual may have one dominant and two non-dominant languages, or slightly skewed dominance 
in two languages and one dialect. An example of a limiting case of multilingualism would be 
a speaker with excellent command of various styles and registers in just a single language 
(Berthele, 2021, p. 105). In our subsequent discussion of existing research, we refer to category 
prototypes when we mention languages, bilingualism and multilingualism.

Recent work in additional language learning has increasingly emphasised not only quan-
titative, but also qualitative differences between multilinguals and bilinguals, or between 
second language (L2) learners and learners of a third (L3) or further (Lx) languages (Cenoz 
& Jessner, 2009; Jessner, 1999, 2006). This qualitative difference is conceptualised in terms 
of the so-called M-factor (Cenoz & Jessner, 2009; Jessner, 2008, 2014), with ‘M’ standing for 
multilingualism.

It has been suggested that both bilinguals and multilinguals have enhanced metalinguis-
tic abilities, which draw on cross-linguistic awareness or “the learner’s tacit and explicit 
awareness of the links between their language systems” (Cenoz & Jessner, 2009, p. 127). 
Metalinguistic abilities comprise the ability to separate language form and function, or to 
look through language meaning at language form. They also include the ability to treat 
language as an object of inspection, reflection and analysis (Baker, 2006; Bialystok, 2001; 
Gombert, 1992). Importantly, similarities between bi- and multilinguals are complemented 
by a number of proposed differences that are attributable to different prior language learning 
experiences. Specifically, it has been argued that bilingualism or L2 learning relates to a 
monolingual system as the norm, whereas multilingualism or L3/Lx learning relates to a 
bilingual system as the norm (Jessner, 1999, 2006, 2008, 2014). In an instructed context, L3 
learning builds on L2 learning and thus shares certain characteristics with L2 learning. 
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However, L3 learning is also influenced by the degree of bilingualism the learner has already 
achieved.

It has been argued that multilingual learning is by definition more complex than bilingual 
learning (Cenoz & Jessner, 2009; Hufeisen, 2018). In the case of bilingualism, the two lan-
guages involved may either be learned simultaneously or consecutively, but in the case of 
multilingualism, possibilities multiply. Simultaneous trilingualism, consecutive learning of 
the first language (L1), L2 and L3, simultaneous learning of L2 and L3 after L1, and simulta-
neous acquisition of L1 and L2 prior to L3 are all possible scenarios. The learning process of 
a specific language may also be temporarily interrupted when another language is added 
(Cenoz & Jessner, 2009). Thus, the M-factor comprises everything that distinguishes a mul-
tilingual from a monolingual system. It refers to qualities that develop in multilinguals due 
to contact and experience with different languages, such as formal language learning expe-
rience, language management and language maintenance skills, and, last but not least, 
metalinguistic awareness and abilities. These can have a catalytic or accelerating effect in 
L3/Lx learning that is not necessarily observable in L2 learning (Jessner, 2008, 2014).

In keeping with this point of view, several studies have compared multilinguals not just 
with monolinguals, but also with bilinguals on variables such as metalinguistic awareness, 
language-analytic ability or working memory (e.g. Biedroń & Szczepaniak, 2012; Poarch & 
van Hell, 2012). By contrast, comparisons within multilingual populations are rarely made 
(Ortega et al., 2016). Yet there is no reason to assume that individual learner differences play 
a lesser role in multilinguals than in bilinguals or monolinguals. Indeed, it could be hypoth-
esised that individual differences are potentially more important in such populations, given 
that multilingual language learning and use is characterised by greater complexity than 
bilingual language learning and use.

Individual learner differences

Individual differences refer to attributes which all learners possess, but on which individual 
learners differ (Dörnyei, 2005). These attributes include affective, conative, personality and 
cognitive variables. Focusing on the latter two categories, language learning aptitude, work-
ing memory (WM) capacity and cognitive or learning style are the most prominent factors. 
(Dörnyei, 2005).

It is worth noting that investigations into the role of cognitive style in L2 learning are 
comparatively rare ( but see Littlemore, 2001; Ziętek & Roehr, 2011 ), even though theoretical 
arguments for the potential impact of learners’ stylistic preferences have been put forward 
(Roehr, 2008; Sternberg & Grigorenko, 1997). Conversely, research to date has yielded strong 
evidence for the role of language learning aptitude in additional language learning (Wen 
et al., 2017). More than 60 empirical studies investigating the role of aptitude in L2 learning 
have been conducted over the past decades, and two recent meta-analyses of this research 
(Li, 2015, 2016) provide a concise and informative overview of the cumulative results.

Li (2015) was concerned with the relationship between aptitude and morphosyntactic 
attainment. The reported meta-analysis yielded an aggregated effect size of .31 with narrow 
confidence intervals, thus suggesting a robust effect. In other words, aptitude explained 
about 10% of the variance in morphosyntactic learning, which is quite considerable if it is 
borne in mind that the L2 learning process is influenced by a range of learner-internal and 
learner-external factors. Interestingly, it was also found that aptitude affected high school 
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students’ learning more than university students’ learning. As high school students are likely 
to be less advanced L2 learners on average, it appears to be the case that aptitude plays a 
more important role at lower proficiency levels. In addition, university students are a select 
group who may be more homogeneous and advanced, leading to weaker or no correlations 
(Li, 2015).

Li (2016) examined the relationship between aptitude and general L2 proficiency attain-
ment and uncovered a correlation coefficient of .49. This indicates that aptitude was a strong 
predictor, with about 25% of the variance in general proficiency accounted for. Again, the 
mean effect size was larger for high-school than for university-level learners, once more 
suggesting that aptitude may be a better predictor at lower levels of proficiency, if one 
assumes that high school learners have had less L2 experience than university learners. The 
previously mentioned alternative explanation of more homogeneous scores among the 
self-selected population of university-level learners attenuating any effects still applies as 
well. Taken together, the findings from these two recent meta-analyses offer powerful evi-
dence for a significant role of aptitude in L2 learning, with aptitude scores significantly 
predicting attainment in terms of both general proficiency and knowledge of 
morphosyntax.

Research to date has likewise uncovered evidence for the role of WM capacity in L2 learn-
ing (e.g., Juffs & Harrington, 2011; Linck et al., 2014; Wen, 2012), although results are overall 
less consistent and more complex than in the case of aptitude. This is at least in part due to 
the fact that there are many more measures of WM than measures of aptitude available, so 
the methods used vary across studies. The general hypothesis is that greater WM capacity 
will lead to more successful L2 learning, but results seemingly depend on whether research-
ers use measures of complex WM tapping both storage and processing, or measures of 
phonological short-term memory only (Juffs & Harrington, 2011).

In addition to the measures of WM that are used, the criterion measures also have a role 
to play. In other words, effects of individual differences in WM may be task-dependent. 
Furthermore, learners’ level of L2 proficiency is likely to mediate the predictive power of WM. 
Thus, research in the area of vocabulary learning suggests that the role of phonological 
short-term memory is greater at lower levels of proficiency. With regard to general L2 pro-
ficiency, cumulative results point towards a weak contribution of phonological short-term 
memory in instructed L2 learning and a somewhat greater role for complex WM in the 
context of tasks requiring focused attention, noticing and explicit knowledge (Juffs & 
Harrington, 2011).

Instructional approach, proficiency level and learning difficulty

It goes without saying that L2 learning does not happen in a vacuum, so a single predictor 
can never explain all of the observed variance in outcomes. In multilingual learning in 
particular, it is evident that a multitude of variables interacts, so the role of individual 
differences in cognitive ability can be expected to interact with other learner-internal and 
learner-external factors, including a learner’s level of proficiency and language learning 
experience (Rodríguez Silva & Roehr-Brackin, 2016; Serafini & Sanz, 2016), the type of 
instruction they are exposed to (Goo et al., 2015; Norris & Ortega, 2001), and the learning 
difficulty of the linguistic target they are attempting to master (Tomak & Roehr-
Brackin, 2017).
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The general question of which type of instruction might work best for adolescent and 
adult learners has been investigated in a considerable number of studies over the past 
decades. Both classroom-based and laboratory-based research has compared the relative 
effectiveness of various explicit and implicit teaching and learning conditions. The cumula-
tive findings from (quasi-)experimental studies conducted over a period of more than 
30 years have been reported in two meta-analyses (Goo et al., 2015; Norris & Ortega, 2001), 
which draw together the findings of 72 primary studies conducted between 1980 and 2011. 
An instructional approach can be defined as explicit “if rule explanation comprised any part 
of the instruction (…) or if learners were directly asked to attend to particular forms and to 
try to arrive at metalinguistic generalizations on their own”, whereas an approach is consid-
ered implicit “when neither rule explanation nor directions to attend to particular forms 
were part of the treatment” (Norris & Ortega, 2001, p. 167). Based on these definitions, both 
meta-analyses confirm that explicit, form-focused instruction can effectively enhance L2 
learning (Goo et al., 2015; Norris & Ortega, 2001).

Needless to say, these meta-analytic results are based on group means and are intended to 
reveal general cumulative effects; they do not distinguish between learners with different indi-
vidual profiles or between linguistic targets of differing learning difficulty. Several empirical stud-
ies have provided supporting evidence for the interaction between individual learner differences 
on the one hand and learning difficulty, proficiency level and instructional approach on the other 
hand, though no study to date has included all these factors in a single research design.

In an early study investigating the association between language learning aptitude and 
instruction, Wesche (1981) worked with Canadian public service workers who were learning 
either English or French in a large-scale government training programme. Following the 
creation of detailed individual profiles based on data from an aptitude test, a learning style 
questionnaire, and an interview, learners were matched with one of three instructional 
approaches intended to cater for their respective strengths. Most learners had experienced 
the default audio-visual approach, but following learner complaints about that method, 
some were allocated to newly formed deductive-analytical and functional-situational 
streams, in accordance with their individual profiles.

Overall, the researcher found that learners who had been allocated to the deductive-an-
alytical stream had more positive attitudes now that the teaching method matched their 
profile. Moreover, learners experiencing that approach achieved higher scores on three of 
four achievement measures that were used to assess listening comprehension and oral 
expression. For the functional-situational approach, only anecdotal evidence was available, 
but that evidence pointed in the same direction. In other words, offering learners a teaching 
approach that appeals to their specific cognitive strengths seems to result in improved 
outcomes and greater satisfaction (Wesche, 1981).

Later, Erlam (2005) found that language-analytic ability as a component of aptitude was 
particularly beneficial in an inductive instructional condition, and both language-analytic 
ability and WM capacity played a role in an instructional condition relying on structured 
input. Conversely, individual differences in aptitude and WM did not have any impact in a 
deductive instructional condition, which was closest to the type of instruction the partici-
pating English-speaking teenage learners normally experienced. The linguistic target in the 
study was French direct object pronouns.

Tomak and Roehr-Brackin (2017) reported that complex WM was a significant predictor 
of teenage learners’ performance on oral measures of L2 achievement in an implicit, 
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meaning-focused instructional condition that encouraged incidental learning, but not in 
two explicit instructional conditions that encouraged learners to focus on form. In the explicit 
condition that made use of deductive instruction, aptitude predicted learners’ performance 
on the oral measures, but not on the written measures used. Nine different uses of English 
articles constituted the linguistic target, which was considered a difficult structure for the 
participating Russian learners whose L1 does not instantiate articles.

Rodríguez Silva and Roehr-Brackin (2016) targeted 13 different linguistic structures of 
English with varying levels of difficulty. Individual differences in complex WM and, marginally, 
in aptitude predicted Spanish-speaking adult learners’ performance on oral measures at the 
lowest (intermediate) proficiency level. In the two higher (upper intermediate) levels, or 
indeed on written measures at any level, differences in cognitive abilities no longer played 
a significant role.

Serafini and Sanz’ (2016), study provides further evidence that WM is more important 
at lower proficiency levels. Working with adult English-speaking learners of Spanish, the 
researchers found that complex WM and phonological short-term memory significantly 
facilitated L2 development in learners who had had less exposure to Spanish, while this 
effect was not observed in the more advanced learners. The researchers suggest that 
exposure to explicit instruction over time may have levelled the playing field, making 
individual differences in cognitive capacity less relevant at more advanced levels of 
proficiency.

Research issues

In summary, research to date suggests that multilinguals differ from monolinguals primarily 
due to the so-called M-factor, which emphasises the enhanced metalinguistic abilities of 
L3/Lx learners. Nevertheless, individual learner differences can be expected to play a role, 
i.e. multilinguals are a no more homogeneous group of people than bilinguals or monolin-
guals, and indeed may be more heterogenous due to the greater complexity of a multilingual 
system.1 Existing research on individual differences in cognitive ability has provided strong 
evidence for the role of language learning aptitude in the attainment of L2 proficiency in 
general and morphosyntactic knowledge in particular. In addition, there is evidence for a 
role of WM capacity, though findings are more mixed. By contrast, the potential influence 
of cognitive style remains under-researched. Furthermore, existing research has demon-
strated that the impact of individual learner differences may vary with the instructional 
approach that is used, learners’ level of proficiency, and the relative learning difficulty of the 
target structure. These findings are based on studies with L2 learners and/or studies which 
did not distinguish between L2 and L3/Lx learners, but there are no existing studies which 
have specifically worked with multilingual learners. In view of this state of current research, 
we formulated the following research questions for the present study:

1. Do multilingual learners benefit in equal measure from two types of explicit instruc-
tion (traditional/familiar vs. concept-based/unfamiliar) on the Spanish past tense/
aspect distinction?

2. Do individual differences in language learning aptitude, working memory capacity, 
and cognitive style correlate with gain scores in the two treatment groups?

3. Does language learning experience relate to learners’ performance?
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Materials and methods

In order to address the research questions, we conducted a quasi-experimental study with 
multilingual adults. This section provides information about the participating learners, 
presents the targeted linguistic structure, the instructional conditions and experimental 
treatment, as well as the instruments used to assess the variables of interest. It also outlines 
the approach we took to analysing the data.

Participants

A total of 41 university-level learners (32 females, 9 males) enrolled in Spanish courses at a 
British university participated in the study. The participants were aged between 18 and 
44 years (mean = 21) and came from 18 different L1 backgrounds: English (13 participants), 
Romanian (7), Italian, Lithuanian, Polish (3 each), Hungarian (2), Norwegian, French, 
Portuguese, Greek, Estonian, Latvian, Slovak, Russian, Czech, Bulgarian, Vietnamese and 
Cantonese (1 each). The participants had learned up to 6 other languages apart from Spanish 
(mean = 2.5).

Participants’ language learning experience was gauged by means of a background ques-
tionnaire which consisted of questions about their current BA programme, year of study, 
years of Spanish learning at school and university, the language modules they were cur-
rently enrolled in (with the module codes revealing the language proficiency level), time 
spent in Spanish-speaking countries, other languages learned in a formal setting, i.e. at 
school or at university, and years of learning of each of these other languages. Participants 
achieved a mean score of 78% on the gap-fill pre-test used in the present study (please see 
below for details), indicating a solid level of knowledge. Proficiency in languages other 
than Spanish was not ascertained. Thus, we cannot state that all our participants were 
prototypical multilinguals according to the theoretical conceptualisation outlined in the 
background section above; regular and/or limiting cases are likely to be represented in our 
sample as well.

The participants were assigned to one of the two instructional conditions according to 
a matched ranking by language learning aptitude, WM capacity and cognitive style. As a 
consequence, the traditional instruction (TI) group (n = 20) and the concept-based instruction 
(CBI) group (n = 21) did not differ statistically in terms of aptitude, WM, or verbal/imagery 
orientation (all p-values > .29).

Target structure

The experimental treatment focused on teaching past tense/aspect marking in Spanish, 
which involves the distinction between the preterit and the imperfect. This structure is known 
to be difficult even for advanced learners (Negueruela, 2008; Salaberry, 2008). In order to 
use the preterit and imperfect accurately and appropriately, learners must appreciate the 
relationship between the linguistic form and the lexical information inherent in the semantic 
value of the verb. Moreover, contextual information can alter aspectual interpretation, so 
use of the preterit or the imperfect is not a categorical choice. In certain circumstances, either 
structure is possible, depending on the exact meaning a speaker wishes to convey. Thus, 
the contrastive use of preterit vs. imperfect goes beyond the core aspectual notions of 
‘completeness’ vs. ‘in progress’ (Dominguez et al., 2013). In sum, learners must make the 
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Table 1. Traditional instruction vs. concept-based instruction.
 Traditional instruction (TI) Concept-based instruction (CBI)

Metalinguistic explanations –  Derived from (structural) pedagog-
ical grammars

–  emphasis on prescription, i.e. the 
use of rules is highlighted

–  Derived from cognitive linguistics
–  emphasis on the semantic implica-

tions of morphosyntactic choices

Use of explicit knowledge –  step-by-step presentation of dis-
crete pedagogical grammar rules

–  rules take the form of verbal prop-
ositions, e.g. ‘The preterit is used 
to refer to events in a narrative in 
the past.’

–  Presentation of a linguistic concept 
(such as tense/aspect) in its entirety 
rather than incrementally

–  Linguistic concepts are presented 
by means of diagrams, pictures 
and charts

appropriate formal choice for expressing the specific meaning they wish to communicate 
in a given context.

Instructional conditions and experimental treatment

We compared two instructional approaches labelled TI and CBI, with the latter representing 
an approach that was unfamiliar to participants and thus potentially challenging. The ratio-
nale behind CBI lies in Gal’perin’s (1969) application of Vygotskian thought to pedagogy and 
involves three general principles. The first two principles state that concepts, or categories 
of meaning, should be seen as the minimal pedagogical unit and should be materialised by 
using, for instance, diagrams or charts. The full Gal’perian cycle involves a third principle that 
requires students to verbalise the target concepts ( for an in-depth exploration of CBI, see 
Arievitch & Haenen, 2005; Lantolf & Poehner, 2014 ).

Due to the fact that Gal’perin’s approach is not prescriptive, early research into CBI for L2 
learning explored issues relating to the operationalisation of the model as such with a focus 
on how to materialise concepts (e.g., Lapkin et al., 2008; Negueruela, 2003, 2008; Swain et al., 
2009). Furthermore, research into the potential effectiveness of the approach has reported 
its beneficial impact on L2 learning, although the studies in question tended to be descrip-
tive, primarily documenting development through qualitative case studies (e.g., Gánem-
Gutiérrez, 2016; Poehner & Infante, 2017). In some cases, descriptive statistics are reported 
based on pre-test/post-test designs, but only for a CBI group (e.g., Gánem-Gutiérrez & Harun, 
2011; Kuepper & Feryok, 2020; Lantolf & Tsai, 2018). Comparative studies employing infer-
ential statistics are still scarce, though are beginning to appear (e.g., Negrete Cetina, 2019; 
van Compernolle, 2018), and the present study follows this approach.

Both CBI and TI as operationalised in the present study were explicit instructional 
approaches in the sense that they made use of metalinguistic explanations and encour-
aged learners to construct and employ explicit knowledge about the target structure 
(Goo et al., 2015; Norris & Ortega, 2001). In essence, TI was similar to the instructional 
approach learners were familiar with from their current Spanish studies and previous or 
concurrent classroom instruction in other languages, while CBI was an approach that 
was new to them. The key characteristics of the two approaches are summarised in 
Table 1.

Table 2 shows examples of the metalinguistic explanations learners in the TI condition 
encountered, while Figure 1 exemplifies the kind of materials learners in the CBI condition 
were exposed to.
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As illustrated in the examples, the instructional materials differed in format and source 
of content, that is, discrete pedagogical grammar rules for TI versus explanations and dia-
grams derived from cognitive linguistics for CBI. TI content was characterised by a focus on 
form followed by practice that focused on meaning, while CBI content emphasised the role 
of form as a tool to convey nuances in meaning, i.e. form and meaning were always presented 
in conjunction. Otherwise, the tasks used were comparable in that they were presented 
visually, employed discrete multiple-choice items, relied on a closed response format and 
incorporated implicit feedback, as described below. The administration procedures and 
time on task were also the same in both conditions.

Specifically, both groups completed two 90-minute computer-based treatment sessions 
on separate days. The sessions comprised a tutorial plus a practice task (Day 1) and revision 
plus a practice task (Day 2). All materials for the treatment sessions were designed and 
administered using MS Powerpoint. Participants worked individually at computer stations 
under supervised conditions. In the tutorial stage, they worked their way through a series 
of slides in ‘show’ mode. The tutorial was followed by a practice task consisting of a series 
of pictures illustrating a story. Participants had to click on the button (conjugated verbs in 
the TI condition, diagrams in the CBI condition) which would best describe what was depicted 
in the slides, as illustrated in Figure 2. Feedback was implicit, i.e. if the correct choice was 
made, the next slide would appear, whereas an incorrect choice would take the participant 

Table 2. Metalinguistic explanations from the TI condition.
Preterit Imperfect

To refer to a single, complete action in the past To refer to an ongoing action or state in the past with an 
unspecified time frame

To locate an event in the past To refer to habitual actions in the past
To refer to a period of time that is considered finished To describe people, places and objects in the past
To refer to the events in a narrative in the past To set the scene in a narrative in the past (the actions 

would normally be in the preterit)
To refer to a past event completed before a second one To express politeness

Note: Content for the TI condition was adapted from Butt and Benjamin (2000) and Turk and Zollo (2000).

Figure 1. example tutorial materials from the CBI condition.
Note: Content for the CBI condition was adapted from Castañeda Castro (2004, 2006), Doiz-Bienzobas 
(2002) and radden & Dirven (2007).
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back to the beginning of the task in order for them to try again. The revision session on Day 
2 was based on the tutorial materials from Day 1, followed by a re-run of the practice task 
accomplished on Day 1.

Instruments

In order to assess participants’ knowledge of the target structure, two matched tests prior 
to and following the instructional treatment were administered: a gap-fill test and a test of 
metalinguistic knowledge. The gap-fill test allowed participants to draw on any type of 
knowledge at their disposal, i.e., implicit knowledge, explicit knowledge or both in conjunc-
tion. The test of metalinguistic knowledge was aimed at eliciting explicit knowledge about 
past tense/aspect marking in Spanish. In the present study, explicit knowledge was defined 
as knowledge that a learner is consciously aware of and that can potentially be articulated 
in a verbal statement (Ellis, 2004; Hulstijn, 2005; Roehr-Brackin, 2018). Explicit knowledge is 
represented declaratively, accessed via controlled processing (Hulstijn, 2005) and can be 
called up on demand (Dörnyei, 2009). By contrast, implicit knowledge is understood as 
intuitive knowledge that is accessed via automatic processing, can be used in performance, 
but cannot be brought into awareness or be articulated (Dörnyei, 2009; Hulstijn, 2005). We 
may thus also describe implicit knowledge as knowledge that is not explicit.

The gap-fill test was presented as a story which comprised 16 target items and 6 distrac-
tors at sentence level. Participants had to insert a verb in either its preterit or its imperfect 
form into each gap, as appropriate to the communicative context. The infinitive form of the 
respective verbs was provided. The test was scored dichotomously, resulting in a maximum 
possible score of 16. The distractors were not scored. The gap-fill test showed moderate but 
arguably still reasonable reliability, given the relatively small number of items: Cronbach’s 
alpha = .62 (pre-test) and = .68 (post-test).

The test of metalinguistic knowledge consisted of five parts with 39 tasks in total. The 
test was aimed at assessing participants’ explicit understanding of terminology as well as 
relationships between form and meaning pertaining to the target structure. Parts A and D 
elicited knowledge of terminology and concepts related to the preterit and imperfect 
through an open question format, while Part E asked learners to match the target forms with 
appropriate conceptual categories (e.g., the concept of boundedness with the preterit). Part 
B required sentence-level correction and metalinguistic explanation, thus targeting knowl-
edge of pedagogical grammar rules. Part C assessed participants’ awareness of semantic 
contrasts evoked by the two forms. Table 3 provides examples from each test part. The 

Figure 2. example practice materials.
Note: Materials for the practice task were adapted from the spanish Learner Language Oral Corpora 
(sPLLOC) project (http://www.splloc.soton.ac.uk) and Castañeda Castro (2006).

http://www.splloc.soton.ac.uk
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maximum possible score for the test of metalinguistic knowledge was 86. The test showed 
reasonable reliability: Cronbach’s alpha = .78 (pre-test) and = .82 (post-test).

After the experimental treatment, the participants completed a short questionnaire aimed 
at gauging their attitudes towards the instructional approach they had experienced. Items 
focused on whether learners considered the instruction helpful, whether they found the 
metalinguistic explanations easy to understand, whether the instructional materials had 
helped them better understand the distinction between the preterit and the imperfect, and 
whether they preferred the instructional materials in their regular textbook. The items were 
presented as statements and answers were provided on a five-point Likert scale ranging 
from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’.

The individual difference variables measured in the present study were language learning 
aptitude, WM capacity, and cognitive style on the verbal/imagery dimension. Participants 
were tested on these variables before the experimental treatment commenced.

Cognitive style refers to “an individual’s preferred and habitual approach to both orga-
nizing and representing information” (Riding, 2001, p. 48). Riding’s model of cognitive style 
comprises two continua: wholist/analytic and verbal/imagery. We focused on the latter 
because the materials used in the two instructional conditions differed according to whether 
they relied on primarily verbal propositions (TI) or primarily graphic, diagrammatic depictions 
(CBI). Overall, individuals with a verbal preference tend to represent information during 
thinking verbally, while individuals with an imagery preference tend to think in mental 
images. It could therefore be hypothesised that learners with a verbal preference might do 
better in and/or express more positive attitudes towards the TI condition, whereas learners 
with an imagery preference might do better in and/or express more positive attitudes 
towards the CBI condition. We assessed cognitive style through the Verbal-Imagery Cognitive 
Style (VICS) measure (Peterson et al., 2005a, 2005b), which is a computer-based test mea-
suring preferences on each of the two dimensions by means of median response times to 
a range of stimuli presented either in verbal format (e.g., the word ‘nail’) or in pictorial format 
(e.g., the image of a nail), thus favouring either verbal or imagery processing. Response times 
are logged automatically, and the measure takes about 15 minutes to complete. Scores take 
the form of an automatically calculated V/I ratio. A ratio closer to 0 indicates a verbal pref-
erence, a ratio closer to (or above) 2 indicates an imagery preference, while ratios between 
.8 and 1 suggest no preference in either direction (Peterson, 2003).

Language learning aptitude was assessed by means of the LLAMA aptitude test battery 
(Meara, 2005; Rogers et al., 2016). This computer-administered measure comprises four 

Table 3. sample items from the metalinguistic knowledge test.

Part no. of tasks
Maximum 

possible score example

a 1  2 when talking about past events in spanish we use two 
contrasting verb forms. Please name them.

B 8 40 Sonaba el teléfono cuando estaba leyendo. 
Correction: 
explanation:

C 3  9 Cuando volvíamosa cas a, nos encontramos a Juan.
Cuando volvimosa cas a, nos encontramos a Juan.
How would you explain the difference in meaning between 

these two sentences?
D 5 15 Can you explain what ‘aspect’ is?
e 20 20 Boundaries of situation in focus (Targeted answer: Preterit)
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subtests: LLAMA-B – Vocabulary Learning tests the ability to learn new words; LLAMA D – 
Sound Recognition tests the ability to recognise patterns in spoken language; LLAMA E – 
Sound-Symbol Association tests the ability to form new sound-symbol associations, i.e. 
phonetic coding ability in Carollian terms; and LLAMA F – Grammatical Inferencing tests the 
ability to induce the rules of an unknown language. The test is scored automatically and 
takes about 30 minutes to complete. The maximum possible score is 375.

A backward digit span (BDS) test was used to assess participants’ complex WM capacity. 
The measure requires test takers to listen to sets of sequences of digits which they must 
then repeat in reverse order at the end of each set. The sequences increase in length as 
the test progresses, starting with 3 digits (e.g., 3 − 7 − 1), then 4 digits, etc. up to a maximum 
of 9 digits. The test thus gets increasingly demanding. As the measure requires test takers 
to not only recall digits, but produce them in reverse order, it draws on both storage and 
processing of information (Juffs & Harrington, 2011; Sáfár & Kormos, 2008). The BDS test 
is typically administered in the test taker’s L1 to avoid any confound with L2 proficiency. 
As the participants in our study spoke a variety of L1s, the sequences of digits were shown 
in visual format by means of an automatically timed Powerpoint presentation. Stimuli 
appeared at a speed of one digit per second. Each set contained six sequences of digits. 
Participants were instructed to repeat the digits in reverse order in their L1; their oral 
responses were audio-recorded and scored afterwards. Participants were awarded 3 points 
if they correctly repeated in reverse order at least two of the first three sequences in the 
first set and thereafter 0.5 points for each subsequent three sequences in a set, if at least 
two out of three were correctly repeated in reverse order. This resulted in a maximum 
possible score of 9.5.

Data analysis

Normality of distribution of scores on all variables was assessed by means of one-sample KS 
tests. As a number of variables differed significantly from a normal distribution, analyses 
involving these variables relied on non-parametric tests (Spearman correlations, Mann 
Whitney u tests for group comparisons, Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests for pre-test/post-test 
comparisons). In the case of variables with a normal distribution, standard parametric tests 
were used (Pearson correlations, independent t-tests for group comparisons, paired samples 
t-tests for pre-test/post-test comparisons). The alpha level was set at .05, with Bonferroni 
corrections applied for multiple comparisons.

Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics for the LLAMA, VICS and BDS. VICS results are 
displayed in terms of V/I ratio. Recall that values closer to 0 indicate a verbal preference and 
values closer to 2 or above indicate an imagery preference. As the participants had been 
assigned to instructional conditions based on a matched ranking, the two groups show a 
similar performance on the individual difference measures. With regard to language learning 
aptitude, LLAMA D was the most difficult subtest, while LLAMA E was the easiest. This is in 
keeping with existing work (Rogers et al., 2016) and thus unsurprising. The V/I ratio range 
indicates that there were learners with both verbal and imagery preferences in both treat-
ment groups, as intended, though the mean is clearly in the neutral spectrum. There was 
also a good spread of LLAMA total scores and WM capacity in both groups, with backward 
digit spans ranging from 3.0 to 7.0.
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Results

The first research question asked whether multilingual participants would benefit in equal mea-
sure from two types of explicit instruction (traditional vs. concept-based) on the Spanish past 
tense/aspect distinction. We began to address this question by scrutinising the descriptive sta-
tistics for the two instructional groups on the gap-fill test and the test of metalinguistic knowledge 
assessing learners’ knowledge of the Spanish past tense/aspect distinction, as shown in Table 5.

The descriptive statistics suggest that the two groups performed similarly on the two 
measures. The fact that the gap-fill test resulted in negative gain scores is surprising, although 
this may be due to the high scores already obtained at pre-test. The test of metalinguistic 
knowledge shows the expected pattern of positive gains of about 20% between pre- and 
post-test. Inferential statistics (Bonferroni-corrected) confirm that the TI group made signif-
icant losses between pre-test and post-test on the gap-fill test, t(19) = 3.382, p = .003, and 
also significant gains between pre-test and post-test on the MLK test, t(19) = −8.939, p < 
.001. Conversely, the CBI group’s losses on the gap-fill test between pre-test and post-test 
were not statistically significant, although a trend is in evidence, z = −1.712, p = .087. The 
CBI group also made significant gains on the MLK test between pre-test and post-test, t(20) 
= −12.649, p < .001. A comparison between groups shows no statistical differences in terms 
of (negative) gain scores on the gap-fill test, t(39) = −.823, p = .598, or in terms of (positive) 
gain scores on the MLK test, t(39) = −.917, p = .409.

The second research question asked whether individual differences in language learning 
aptitude, working memory capacity or cognitive style would correlate with gain scores in the 
two treatment groups. Correlational analyses (Bonferroni-corrected) for the TI group revealed a 
trend towards a negative correlation between gain scores on the gap-fill test and V/I ratio (rho 
= −.50, p = .025), indicating that participants leaning towards a verbal stylistic preference showed 
a trend towards making greater gains, while participants with an imagery stylistic preference 
showed a trend towards fewer gains. There were no other statistical relationships with individual 
difference variables in this group (all coefficients < .32, all p-values > .41). Correlational analyses 
(Bonferroni-corrected) for the CBI group yielded no statistical relationships or trends between 
any gain scores and any of the individual difference variables (r = −.31, p = .19 for LLAMA total 
and metalinguistic gains, all other coefficients < .14, all other p-values > .70).

Participants’ responses to the post-treatment questionnaire showed positive attitudes 
overall to the instructional approaches the learners had experienced, with mean scores at 
4.34 (TI group) and 4.24 (CBI group). A maximum of 5 indicates the most positive attitude 
possible. There were no statistical differences between the two groups on any of the attitude 
questions (all p-values > .36).

The third research question asked whether language learning experience would relate 
to learners’ performance. Correlational analyses performed for the sample as a whole yielded 
no statistical relationship between the number of languages apart from Spanish that partic-
ipants had learned and gains on the gap-fill test, the metalinguistic knowledge test, or per-
formance on the measures of aptitude, WM or verbal/imagery preference (rho = .22, p = .17 
for LLAMA total, all other coefficients < .13, all other p-values > .40). In addition, there was 
no statistical difference in terms of gain scores on the gap-fill test, t(39) = .386, p = .701, or 
the metalinguistic knowledge test, t(39) = .790, p = .434, between learners with a Romance 
L1 (n = 12) and learners with a non-Romance L1 (n = 31).
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Discussion and conclusions

In summary, our study with multilingual adult learners who were exposed to two different 
explicit instructional approaches focusing on the Spanish past tense/aspect distinction 
revealed that both groups made equal significant gains in terms of metalinguistic knowl-
edge. In other words, TI and CBI were equally effective instructional methods for the purpose 
of building explicit knowledge about the target structure. Somewhat surprisingly, both 
groups suffered equal losses on the gap-fill test, which was aimed at assessing learners’ use 
of the target structure, with the loss suffered by the TI group reaching statistical significance 
and the loss suffered by the CBI group showing as a trend.

The groups exhibited no differences in attitudes towards the instructional method they 
had experienced, with positive views being the norm. Participants performed equally regard-
less of whether they had a Romance or a non-Romance L1, and the number of languages 
known apart from Spanish was not associated with performance on any of the linguistic or 
individual difference measures.

Individual differences in language learning aptitude, complex WM and cognitive style 
did not correlate with gain scores, although the TI group showed a trend towards an asso-
ciation between a more verbal stylistic orientation and greater gains on the gap-fill test, or, 
formulated alternatively, a more imagery stylistic orientation and fewer gains on the gap-
fill test.

Taking this last point first, the observed trend is in line with expectations, since the explicit 
explanations of the target structure in the TI condition relied on verbal propositions. It is 
worth noting, however, that the trend was observed for gains on the gap-fill test, not for 
gains on the metalinguistic knowledge test where explicit information relying on verbal 
propositions would be expected to be applied first and foremost. It is not immediately 
obvious why no association with stylistic orientation was found in this instance. A possible 
explanation might be that remembering explicit knowledge taught during the instructional 
treatment did not benefit from a verbal orientation, but bringing to bear this knowledge to 
aid in the performance on the gap-fill test was more demanding and thus put participants 
with a matching stylistic preference at an advantage. However, this must remain speculative, 
since we do not know whether and to what extent specific learners drew on explicit knowl-
edge when completing the gap-fill test. Moreover, it is noteworthy that there was no cor-
responding trend in the CBI group. We might have expected an association between an 
imagery preference and greater gains on either or both of the language measures, but this 
was not found. A possible interpretation would be to suggest that the materials in the CBI 
treatment did not require a matching stylistic orientation for being processed successfully, 
whereas the materials in the TI treatment tended to do so to a greater extent.

Contrary to expectation, we observed negative gains on the gap-fill test in both groups, 
significantly so in the TI group and marginally in the CBI group. At first glance, this result is 
counter-intuitive, especially as the participants made significant positive gains in terms of 
metalinguistic knowledge. A possible explanation may be found in the high pre-test scores 
participants achieved on the gap-fill test. They already performed well before the experi-
mental treatment began, either because they had a good (implicit?) grasp of the target 
structure, or because the test was perhaps a little too easy for them, given its closed-ended 
and highly controlled format, or indeed because both of these conditions applied and rein-
forced each other.
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Participants’ post-test performance suggests that the experimental treatment may have 
triggered a restructuring in learners’ knowledge systems. Their metalinguistic knowledge 
increased significantly, and their ‘shaky’ gap-fill test performance at post-test may reflect the 
beginnings of a knock-on effect on their linguistic knowledge. According to complexity and 
dynamic systems theory which emphasises the non-linear nature of language learning, vari-
ability in performance observed at a particular point in time is an indication of change and 
often a precursor of development (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008; Verspoor & Behrens, 
2011). In this sense, variability, and indeed a (temporary) drop in accuracy, may be interpreted 
as a harbinger of progress to come (de Bot et al., 2007; de Bot & Larsen-Freeman, 2011).

It is also noteworthy that the gap-fill test showed greater reliability at post-test, suggesting 
that less guessing took place than at pre-test. Overall, participants may have begun to ques-
tion and revise previously assumed knowledge about the target structure in light of the 
explicit information gathered during the instructional treatment. Some of the questioning 
and revision led to incorrect responses, to be sure, but nonetheless this can be indicative of 
a reorganisation of existing knowledge representations. The observed drop in performance 
is clearly only part of the picture and may thus be temporary only. While this interpretation 
relies on circumstantial inferencing, the observed significant increase in metalinguistic 
knowledge provides some supporting evidence for such a viewpoint.

We did not find any significant associations between individual differences in cognitive 
ability, operationalised via measures of language learning aptitude and WM capacity, and 
gains on either of the language measures in either instructional condition. Scores on all 
measures showed a good range, thus confirming that our sample was sufficiently heterog-
enous for significant relationships to emerge in principle. Moreover, given that the target 
structure was difficult and that one of the instructional conditions (CBI) was unfamiliar and 
thus potentially challenging for the participants, one might have expected aptitude and/or 
WM to have an impact – yet this was not the case. Possible reasons may be found in the 
other factors that are known to play a role in the complex interaction of variables that con-
tribute to multilingual language learning and use.

First, the participating learners were experienced multilinguals most of whom had learned 
at least one other language apart from Spanish and some several more; they had been exposed 
to different instructional settings, and they had thus accumulated considerable language 
learning experience. This may have resulted in a levelling effect (Erlam, 2005; Serafini & Sanz, 
2016), which cancelled out any influence of relatively higher as opposed to relatively lower 
cognitive abilities. Participants’ communicative and strategic skills would have been honed 
to a considerable extent, and the M-factor (Cenoz & Jessner, 2009; Jessner, 2008, 2014) was 
likely in play. Once such a level of experience has been reached, it may simply not matter 
anymore whether a new instructional method is encountered. It was an explicit approach 
after all, and multilinguals’ metalinguistic abilities are known to be well-developed. Individual 
differences in aptitude and WM may have lost their relevance at this advanced stage.

Second, learners’ relatively high level of knowledge of the target structure and their 
relatively high level of Spanish proficiency overall, as evidenced by their gap-fill test per-
formance at pre-test, may be another reason for the attenuation of any potential effect of 
cognitive individual differences. As previous research has shown, aptitude appears to be 
most relevant at lower proficiency levels (Li, 2015, 2016; Rodríguez Silva & Roehr-Brackin, 
2016), and so does WM (Juffs & Harrington, 2011; Rodríguez Silva & Roehr-Brackin, 2016; 
Serafini & Sanz, 2016).
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Third, studies comparing different instructional approaches which identified any pre-
dictive power of aptitude and/or WM tended to find such effects on oral rather than written 
outcome measures (Rodríguez Silva & Roehr-Brackin, 2016; Tomak & Roehr-Brackin, 2017). 
This suggests that higher levels of cognitive ability convey advantages on speaking tasks, 
which by their very nature require fast access to any existing knowledge representations. 
By contrast, all learners with a certain level of instructional experience may be able to 
handle written measures that are less time-pressured and thus allow for explicit knowledge 
to be accessed. under such conditions, a higher level of aptitude and/or WM may no longer 
convey any additional benefits because these abilities are not sufficiently taxed by written 
tasks, especially if a certain proficiency level has been reached, and even more so if the 
learners in question are seasoned multilinguals with considerable exposure to different 
languages under their belts, as in the case of the present study.

Limitations and future research

In sum, the findings reported here have both substantiated and extended existing work in 
that we have identified an apparent levelling effect of language learning experience in 
instructed multilinguals who were tested by means of written outcome measures. In our par-
ticipants, the M-factor was seemingly sufficiently powerful to compensate for an unfamiliar 
instructional approach (CBI) targeting a challenging linguistic feature (Spanish past tense/
aspect), resulting in similar performance compared with learners experiencing a familiar 
instructional approach (TI).

At the same time, we must acknowledge the limitations of our study. The number of par-
ticipants (N = 41) was relatively small, which meant that we could not include a control group. 
Moreover, the instructional treatment was relatively short (2 × 90 minutes), although this is not 
unusual in laboratory settings using computer-administered instruction. Participants’ strong 
performance on the gap-fill task at pre-test suggests that a more challenging measure would 
have been desirable, with an oral test requiring online processing probably most appropriate 
to bring out the potential role of individual differences in cognitive abilities. Therefore, future 
research investigating the interplay of individual learner factors and different instructional 
approaches in experienced language learners would benefit from using a range of outcome 
measures which include time-pressured tests that do not allow so readily for the use of explicit 
knowledge. Moreover, the inclusion of learners at different levels of proficiency, including 
learners at lower levels, would be desirable, so the threshold of any levelling effect which 
seemingly neutralises individual differences in cognitive ability can be identified.

Note

 1. As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, it may also be the case that greater metalinguistic 
awareness may attenuate individual differences between multilinguals, similarly to the atten-
uating effect of increased proficiency.
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